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FROM THE PRESIDENT
Greetings from your new President! I am honored to serve you in this position and
thank you for your confidence for electing me as the first female Asian President
of CEAL.
In the midst of the hectic schedules during the Philadelphia annual meeting last
March, I regret not having had an opportunity to pay proper tribute to Kris Troost
for her service as President. Taking this opportunity, I wish to thank Kris for all
her hard work for CEAL. During her term as President, we have seen several
positive changes in annual meeting programs. The most notable was the
separation of the business agendas from plenary sessions, which allowed the
creation of substantive programs with stimulating speakers for plenary. The first
joint program of the Technical Processing Committee and the Public Services
Committee proved to be a highly successful experiment. Kris also made a special
effort to reach out to our peers in CONSALD and CORMOSEA on issues of interest to
all of us.
I wish to report on major activities of the Executive Board since the annual
meeting.
First of all, I congratulate and welcome the following newly elected Board
members.
Vice-President/President-elect: Peter Zhou, UC Berkeley
Membership Committee Chair: Hikaru Nakano, University of Florida,
Gainesville
Member-at-large: Beth Katzoff, Columbia University
Member-at-large with Korean Studies focus: Mikyung Kang, Harvard University
Over the past two months, the Executive Board continued our discussions via email
the agenda items we could not finish during the annual meetings. Our work led to
two online surveys on Eastlib: one on the CEAL Fellowship Dinner and the other on
whether to make JEAL a peer reviewed journal or not. We were gratified to
receive many responses on both surveys. Thank you very much for your
participation. Your thoughtful answers and comments will help us to make
appropriate decisions in the future. I also thank Dr. Ying Zhang of the University
of California, Irvine for administering the Fellowship Dinner survey, and Gail King
of Brigham Young University for the JEAL survey. Please read their very
informative and interesting reports in this issue.
Another major EB agenda item, which is still ongoing, has to do with the Chair
position of the Committee on Library Technology (CLT). The Board realized that
the CLT’s role has evolved so much over the years that it became necessary to
reevaluate how it fits organizationally vis-à-vis other committees. With this in
mind, a Special Committee to Review Organizational Issues for CLT was appointed
with the following members:
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Vickie Doll (Statistics Chair)
Joy Kim (Current CEAL President)
Philip Melzer (Former CEAL President)
Hikaru Nakano (Membership Chair)
The charges for the Special Committee are to review and identify organizational
issues for CLT in the context of other CEAL committees, propose solutions
including a Bylaws revision if necessary, and submit recommendations to the
Executive Board. I thank the members of this Special Committee for their
willingness to serve.
Speaking of service, CEAL is an organization of volunteers. Without the hard work
and selfless service of many dedicated colleagues, our organization would not be
what it is today. We don’t have many formal venues to express our appreciation
to those deserving a special recognition. So I wish to use this column to highlight
some of our colleague’s extraordinary contributions, one person in each issue lest
it becomes too long.
Gail King is my choice for this issue. We are all aware of her contribution to CEAL
as the sole Editor of JEAL since 1996. For fourteen years, she has quietly and
consistently produced high quality JEAL issues three times each year. As if this
was not enough, she also voluntarily took up the mailing of the issues to all
subscribers, which used to be CEAL Secretary’s duties. While I can imagine and
appreciate the toll these challenging and demanding responsibilities must have
taken on her workloads, it is her other, perhaps less celebrated contribution I wish
to call your attention to. Without any CEAL support, financial or otherwise, Gail
singlehandedly digitized all the back issues of JEAL (and its predecessors), starting
with no. 1 published in 1963! Whenever I access the online JEAL database from
my computer, with a perfect ease thanks to its convenient search and browse
functions, I am reminded of Gail’s invisible hard work of many years. I am also
grateful for Brigham Young University’s provision of computing power, technology,
and administrative support for Gail to complete this massive project without
CEAL’s assistance. Along with all the issues of JEAL Gail produced, the online JEAL
database will be her lasting legacy as one of CEAL’s most significant gifts to the
world of librarianship for generations to come.
Gail, on behalf of all CEAL members, I send you my highest appreciation, respect,
and admiration for your model professionalism and dedication to JEAL. More
importantly, your grace and character as a beautiful human being have been a
source of inspiration for me personally. Please also convey our deep appreciation
to those at Brigham Young University who have assisted you to produce, distribute,
and provide access to JEAL.
Joy Kim
President, Council on East Asian Libraries

ii
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Locating Primary Source Materials in Japanese Archival Institutions:
The Role of Area Studies Librarians in North America1
Izumi Koide2
The problem of how to locate primary source materials in Japanese archival
institutions is increasingly gathering attention from both scholars and librarians in
Japanese studies in North America. In this article I will first discuss why primary sources
matter in the context of research libraries and why they are crucial for area studies
librarians. Then I will describe the three levels of Web-based tools for searching archives
of research materials in Japan. Lastly, with a brief comparison of archives and libraries,
I will look at the role of area studies collections in the research process. While primary
sources may range from written materials to sound recordings, and from films to museum
items, the main focus of discussion here is documents and records.

Research Libraries and Archives
Why do we, as librarians working at academic institutions, care about primary
sources?

It is because we often receive reference questions from scholars on the

whereabouts of source materials.

Why are they searching for materials? The main

reason is that primary sources are closely connected to research, and most East Asian
libraries are part of a research library. ARL, the Association of Research Libraries, in
their Principles of Membership,3 tries to define the “research library,” referring to “the
breadth and quality of their collections” and “the research nature of the library.” From
this also we can extrapolate that primary sources are closely related to research.
A close look at the research process gives an idea as to how primary sources are
woven into the process: when exploring a new research topic, the first step a researcher
may take is a literature search to look for preceding works. Preceding works are most
likely in published format. He/she may use library catalogs and other search tools to
find these publications. In the next step in order to do research and add new knowledge
to the field, the researcher has to utilize primary sources such as documents, records,
1

First presented at the annual meeting of the Committee on Japanese Materials of the Council on
East Asian Libraries, March 25, 2010 at the Philadelphia Marriott Downtown.
2
Director, Resource Center for the History of Entrepreneurship, Shibusawa Eiichi Memorial
Foundation (Tokyo)
3
http://www.arl.org/arl/membership/qualprin.shtml (last accessed May 4, 2010)
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data, and other materials. In the social sciences, fieldwork is also used as a means of
acquiring data from primary sources. After analyzing these primary sources and data,
the researcher formulates new ideas or analysis. These results are then published in
some format. These publications in turn become preceding works for future research.
Chart 1 “Research Process” shows a simplified description of this process.

Chart 1: Research Process

Research Process
Research
topic
Primary
sources
Preceding
works

Documents,
records, data,
objects, etc.
Fieldwork

Analysis

Research
results
(outcome)
Library

The area outlined with a dotted line may be considered directly relevant to
libraries. Preceding works are mostly held in library collections, while primary source
materials exist both within and outside of libraries. As primary source materials are
indispensable in the research process, and as we work in research libraries to provide
services to researchers, access issues to primary source materials are crucial for us,
particularly for reference services.
The 1962 By-Laws of ARL state that “Major university libraries are considered to
be those whose parent institutions emphasize research and graduate instruction at the
doctoral level, and which support large, comprehensive collections of library materials on
a permanent basis.”4 However, at an ARL meeting in 1992 David Stam commented that
primary sources, which make research possible, receive less attention and care than

4

Quoted in Frank M. McGowan, The Association of Research Libraries 1932–62 (Doctoral
dissertation submitted to University of Pittsburgh, 1972). Appendix B, p197.
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publications that are the end results produced by the research. 5

While research

materials are what make libraries research libraries, the “raw materials” in the library
have not been necessarily been given their due place. Now they are referred as “hidden
collections,”6 and their value has begun receiving attention. In 2008 the Council on
Library and Information Resources launched a new grant program to fund the cataloging
of hidden collections in order to provide better access.7
Research libraries have special collections, manuscripts, rare books, and perhaps
university archives. In the U.S. university archives often exist as a wing of the university
library and house two types of archival materials: 1) collecting archives for research, and
2) institutional archives of university records. Collecting archives are repositories that
collect materials from individuals, families, and organizations other than the parent
organization.

Institutional archives are repositories that hold records created or

received by its parent institution.8
As in the United States, there are university archives in Japan. For example, the
Kyoto University Archives was founded in 2000 and houses institutional records. The
Hiroshima University Archives was founded in 2004 and has institutional records and
collecting archives such as the Morito Tatsuo papers. Some Japanese collecting archives
are housed in a specific academic department or faculty. For example, the University of
Tokyo’s Faculty of Economics has a repository of materials related to the economic history
of modern Japan.

In particular it has archives related to companies and economic

organizations. This is totally separate from the archives of the University of Tokyo.
Shiga University also has a similar repository of materials related to economic history.
There is a guide to university archives in Japan entitled “Nihon no daigaku
akaivuzu” (日本の大学アーカイヴズ).9 However because of the Japanese spelling of the
word “archives” (アーカイヴズ akaivuzu, namely the use of the less common ヴ) in its title,
it can be hard to find in online catalogs. Writing the word “archives” in katakana is
problematic as there are several ways including アーカイブ (akaibu), アーカイブス
5

“Plus ça change…Sixty Years of the Association of Research Libraries” by David H. Stam, a speech
at the Association’s 121st Membership Meeting, October 22, 1992.
http://www.arl.org/bm~doc/pluscachange.pdf
6
“Hidden Collections, Scholarly Barriers: Creating Access to Unprocessed Special Collections
Materials in North America’s Research Libraries: A White Paper for the Association of Research
Libraries Task Force on Special Collections,” compiled by Barbara M. Jones, 2003.
http://www.arl.org/bm~doc/hiddencollswhitepaperjun6.pdf
7
CLIR issues Number 62, March/April 2008, p.1.See also
http://www.clir.org/hiddencollections/index.html
8
Richard Pearce-Moses, A Glossary of Archival and Records Terminology (Society of American
Archivists, 2005).
9
Zenkoku Daigakushi Shiryo Kyogikai, 2005.
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(akaibusu), アーカイブズ (akaibuzu), アーカイヴ (akaivu), アーカイヴス (akaivusu), and
アーカイヴズ (akaivuzu). The Japanese term in kanji is not simple either. Although the

same three characters, 文書館, are used for “archives,” the way the characters is
pronounced varies. For example, the local government in Chiba Prefecture uses the
pronunciation “bunshokan,” while Hokkaido and Tochigi Prefectures use “monjokan” for
文書館 in their names.

The guide was compiled by the Japanese Association of College and University
Archives. On the Association’s website10 there is a list of members with links to the top
page of each member university’s website. It is interesting and frustrating to note that
the archival section in a university is often hard to find on the university’s website. I
believe that this reflects the relative organizational status of the archives within the
university. For example, Waseda University has a separate archives (早稲田大学大学史資
料センター). However, at Chuo University, the archives is located in the Section of the

Compilation of University History in the Center for Admission and Public Relations (中央大
学入試広報センター事務部大学史編纂課). At other universities the archives may be part

of the university press (e.g. Kansai University 関西大学出版部出版課 ) or, as already
mentioned, part of the library (e.g. International Christian University 国際基督教大学図書
館大学史資料室) or a specific department. Thus, in addition to difficulties in spelling and

terminology for archives in Japanese, a variety of names and a range of organizational
locations may make archives less visible and more difficult to access.
Even if you do find the webpage of a university archives, information on the
collection may not be available online. For example, the Meiji University Archives has
the Miki Takeo papers, with some 65,000 items.

However, the words “Miki Takeo”

appear only as the name of one of the ongoing research projects on the Archives’
activities webpage.11

Tools for searching archives for research materials/documents
For archival materials, there are three levels of information:

level 1 is

repositories that house archival materials; level 2 is archival collections, namely “fonds”
or “series” in archival science terminology; level 3 is item or folder catalogs, called
“finding aids.” Information on level 3 is most important for research purposes.
-- Level 3: Online Finding Aids
OPAC is commonly used by libraries. It provides information online about each
10
11

http://www.universityarchives.jp/index.php
http://www.meiji.ac.jp/history/business/about.html
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book in the library’s collection. For archival collections, however, databases available
on the Internet do not always give the same type of detailed information. An exception
to this is the Japan Center for Asian Historical Records (JACAR)12 at the National Archives
of Japan. JACAR provides images of documents pertaining to Japan’s relationship with
Asia between the late 19th and mid 20th centuries. JACAR includes documents from three
repositories, namely the National Archives of Japan, the Diplomatic Record Office of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and the Library of the National Institute of Defense Studies of
the National Defense Ministry. Some 18 million images of documents are available.
Besides Japanese, an introductory webpage is available in English, Chinese and Korean,
and the search page is available in both Japanese and English. Although the site is
searchable in English, documents are shown without translation (most of them are in
Japanese). JACAR is certainly the main gateway to access modern Japanese government
records.
The National Archives of Japan has its Digital Archive available on the Web.13
This resource provides images of some of the documents but most have only cataloging
data available. The Digital Archive includes 720,000 volumes of official documents from
the Japanese Government.

Although the archive’s time scope is not given in the

introduction, it includes information from both the pre- and post war periods.
-- Level 2: Guide to subjects of archival collections
The National Union Catalog of Manuscript Collections (NUCMC) from the Library of
Congress14 is a well known example of a guide to manuscript collections, which can be
searched by subject.

The British National Archive’s A2A, or Access to Archives, 15

database contains catalogs of archives throughout England and Wales dating from the
eighth century to the present day. These databases are guides to archival collections
and correspond to a level 2 .
In Japan the National Institute of Japanese Literature (NIJL) provides the National
Archival Information Database and Network (Shiryo Joho Kyoyuka Detabesu, NAIDN)
website.16 The webpage claims to provide information on collections (shiryogun) from
various institutions. I counted the number of institutions which contribute information
and found 600 participant organizations. The website includes information on more than

12
13
14
15
16

http://www.jacar.go.jp/
http://www.digital.archives.go.jp/
http://www.loc.gov/coll/nucmc/
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/a2a/
http://base1.nijl.ac.jp/~isad/
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13,600 collections (or fonds) held by these organizations.
On this site, you can do both itemized searches and simple searches. If you
search with “Miki Takeo,” for example, you get one hit, the Miki Takeo materials at the
Meiji University Archive Center. You can also see details on the Miki Takeo collection.
The description is based on the General International Standard Archival Description,
ISAD(G) which is a metadata standard for the description of archival collections
formulated by the International Council on Archives.
The database has an English-language interface. However, if you search with
“America,” zero hits result, while if you input “米国” (Beikoku) on the English-language
search page, you get 19 hits. Searching on the Japanese page with the same word gives
the same results. Japanese proper names are thus not translated into English.
The institutions participating in the database range from prefectural archives,
such as the Hokkaido Prefectural Archives, to archives of scientific institutes, such as KEK
(High Energy Accelerator Research Organization); from public libraries, such as the
Gunma Prefectural Library, to the National Diet Library’s Modern Japanese Political
History Materials Room (KenseiShiryoshitsu). While the database includes a wide range
of institutions, it is limited by the voluntary nature of participation. For example, the
Shibusawa Memorial Museum is not yet participating so its collections are not included in
the database.
Another feature of the database is that it can be used as a directory of repositories.
If you click on “Number of participating organizations and registered historical materials”
on the search page (Chart 2),
Chart 2: “Number of participating organizations and registered historical materials” on the
search page of National Archival Information Database and Network (NAIDN)

6
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you can see a list of participating organizations with the number of registered
collections it holds (Chart 3).
Chart 3: “Details of the warehouse” in the participating organization list page (NAIDN)

And by clicking “details of the warehouse” on that page, you are directed to a
profile of the repository (Chart 4).
Chart 4: Details of warehouse page for the Hokkaido Prefectural
Archives (NAIDN)

If you click the repository name on the “list of organizations” page (Chart 5, the
same page as Chart 3),

7
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Chart 5: “Name” in the participating organization list page (NAIDN)

you can see a list of collections it houses; for example, Chart 6 shows some of the
263 collections in the Hokkaido Prefectural Archives: for example the Matsumae Bugyosho
papers (1812-1822), the Hakodate Bugyosho papers (1854-1868), and the Hakodate
Saibansho and Hakodate-fu papers (1868-1869).
Chart 6: Collections of repository (NAIDN)

If you click the name of a collection, you get a description of that collection
including the title, dates, scope and content, and availability of finding aids. If you
search from the English page only the column names are shown in English.
Although the NIJL database is comprehensive in its coverage, the majority of

8
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participating organizations are public repositories. Therefore, company records are less
visible if not housed in public repositories. The Resource Center for the History of
Entrepreneurship of the Shibusawa Eiichi Memorial Foundation provides a directory of
company archives on the Web.17 The directory includes both archives in companies
(institutional archives) and those in repositories and academic institutions (collecting
archives). A description of the collection is given for each company archives.
-- Level 1: Directories of Repositories
When the databases of archival materials that are available are limited, direct
contact with repositories may be necessary. Several directories of repositories have
been published such as the Rekishi Shiryo Hozon Kikan Soran, Zoho Kaiteiban (1990).18
More current information on repositories may be acquired through archival organizations.
There are so far three major organizations, namely the Japan Society of Archival
Institutions (Zenkoku Rekishi Shiryo Hozon Riyo Kikan Renraku Kyogikai, or Zen Shiryokyo
for short), the Japanese Association of College and University Archives mentioned earlier,
and the Business Archives Association. Founded in 1976, members of Zen Shiryokyo
include private, public, and university archives; libraries; repositories of historical
materials (rekishi shiryokan); and editorial sections for compiling local government
history (jichitaishi hensanshitsu).
19

Shiryokyo

As of 2009, the member list webpage of Zen

listed 153 member repositories, with websites if available. Founded in 1981,

the Business Archives Association (BAA) had 80 members as of 2009. On the member list
page of the BAA website20 the names of members are provided with web addresses. This
list shows that archives in the Japanese private sector are often housed in kinenkan
(memorial museums) or hakubutsukan (museums).
-- Directories of Special Collections
In Japan, as in the United States, “special collections” may include both
publications and archival materials. 21

The Collaborative Reference Database, 22

compiled by the National Diet Library, can be used as a directory database for special
collections. Collections can be searched by subject key word. For example for “rodo
undo, or “labor movement” related collections, select “special collections” (tokubetsu
17

http://www.shibusawa.or.jp/center/dir/list.html
Chihoshi Kenkyu Kyogikai, ed. Zoho kaiteiban. Yamakawa Shuppansha, 1990. 2 v.
19
http://www.jsai.jp/kikan/index.html
20
http://www.baa.gr.jp/files/06.html
21
For a definition of “special collections,” see Special Collections in ARL Libraries: A Discussion
Report from the ARL Working Group on Special Collections (ARL, Washington, D.C., March 2009),
http://www.arl.org/bm~doc/scwg-report.pdf
22
http://crd.ndl.go.jp/jp/public/
18
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korekushon) box (Chart 7) on the simple search (kan’i kensaku) window on the top page,23
type in “rodo undo” and press the search button. This produces two hits (as of April 19,
2010), as two special collections on labor movements are shown.
To see a list of special collections participating in this database, choose tokubetsu
korekushon from the pull-down menu on the left side and click on shosai kensaku
(detailed search) (Chart 7), then on the detailed search page input the year 2000 in
“toroku nichiji (registration starting date)” so that the database will retrieve data on all
special collections registered since the service began.
Chart 7: “Tokubetsu korekushon” pull-down menu and check box in
Collaborative Reference Database

The result is a listing of all the participating repositories, currently 174, mainly
public and university libraries. This list partially overlaps with the Kokyo toshokan no
tokubetsu korekushon shozo chosa hokokusho (Nihon Toshokan Kyokai, 1997) which lists
735 special collections in 308 public libraries.
ARL has a website that provides profiles of the special collections of 118 ARL
member institutions in the United States.24 The same information is also available in
book format, Celebrating Research: Rare and Special Collections from the Membership of
the Association of Research Libraries (Philip N. Cronenwett, Kevin Osborn, and Samuel A.
Streit, eds. ARL, 2007).

23

http://crd.ndl.go.jp/GENERAL/servlet/common.Controler It should be noted that “Sankakan
Purofairu (Profile of participating libraries)” in this database stands for libraries providing
reference case studies, and not for special collections.
24
http://www.celebratingresearch.org/about/index.shtml
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Characteristics of Area Studies Collections
--Archives and Libraries
A comparison of archives and libraries from various angles gives deeper
understanding of their relationship. Archives and libraries can be compared from three
angles: type of materials, technologies developed, and intellectual characteristics.
In terms of the physical features or type of materials, library collections are
predominantly in book format, now increasingly with e-resources. Archival materials,
however, may be unbound and vulnerable and require special attention for both
preservation and public access. A library may have many copies of the same book while
archives are normally limited to a single original. This difference in physical features
necessitates different ways of handling materials, particularly in terms of both physical
and intellectual access.
Technologies developed in libraries and archives also differ and result in differing
environments.

Libraries have commonly used standards such as AACRII and

infrastructure such as bibliographic utilities and ILL networks; creating reference tools
has a long tradition. In this digital age, reference tools and catalogs have been made
available in database format and even books themselves are being digitized. In archives,
however, an international standard for cataloging, ISAD(G) is available but not commonly
used. Sometimes a finding aid is available in an archival collection, but it cannot always
be expected. Rapid change in information technology is affecting both libraries and
archives. Libraries in Japan and in the U.S. are better equipped to deal with this change,
and archives have begun to take advantage of information technology.
Regarding the intellectual characteristics of archives and library materials, as I
mentioned earlier, primary source materials in archives will become publications in
libraries through research activities. At the same time, library materials may become
primary source materials. Books were a source of information at the time they were
published and often become rare as time passes, thereby increasing the research value of
a library’s collections, similar to archival materials. Library collections of old books and
rare publications, such as gray literature in particular, become archival materials with
future research value. Time can turn library collections into archival materials. The
distinction between archival and library materials may thus become blurred.
The value of a collection may be measured in two dimensions: the horizontal
axis representing time, and the vertical axis representing the quality of the collection.
When a collection is assessed highly in either or both dimensions, it will acquire research
value. This nature is common to a research collection in libraries and archives, and it

11
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could loosen the distinction between library and archival collections.
--Research and Area Studies Collections
The chart describing the research process which was discussed earlier can be
analyzed from the language used in each step, as language is a distinctive factor in area
studies. In the case of Japanese studies in North America, both Japanese and English can
be used for the literature search step, as preceding works often exist in both languages.
However, more primary sources concerning Japan exist in Japanese. (Of course sources
in English and other languages do exist, but here I am simplifying in order to focus on the
characteristics of area studies.) Researchers in North America accustomed to an English
analytical framework and belonging to the North American academic community, tend to
publish the results of their research in English (Chart 8).

Chart 8: Languages Used in Research Process in Japanese
Studies in North America
Languages Used in Research Process in
Japanese Studies in North America
Japanese
Primary
sources
Preceding
works

Documents,
records, data,
objects, etc.
Fieldwork

Analysis

Research
results
(outcome)

English

Therefore because Japanese language primary sources are necessary in the
research process, most Japanese collections in North American research libraries include
primary source materials. Hence institutions collect such materials as microfilms of old
newspapers or complete sets of a journal no longer being published. It also means that
Japanese libraries in North American research universities are expected to be a gateway
for researchers to access primary source materials in Japan and elsewhere.

As

information navigation is one of the important functions of the librarian, area studies
librarians are increasingly expected to play the role of subject specialist in addition to
being a language expert.
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COMMERCIAL DATABASES IN EAST ASIAN STUDIES
Wen-ling Liu

Indiana University

Digital products have mushroomed over the past two decades, becoming standard
tools for researchers and major items on library budgets. This general trend has also
affected the field of East Asian studies, which has experienced a proliferation of its
own specialized digital products. Therefore, it was not a surprise when the Statistics
Committee of the Council on East Asian Libraries (CEAL), which had begun its online
data collection and compilation of statistics at the beginning of the new millennium,
added the category of electronic resources to the annual statistics survey in 2002.1
The Committee’s 2008/2009 survey already lists 718 electronic subscriptions from 46
reporting libraries and collections in North America. 2
Upon reviewing the large array of items, some basic questions come to mind: What
kinds of electronic products related to East Asian studies are on the market? Have
some important products been overlooked? Do resources overlap with each other in
certain subject areas? Answers to these questions are important in order to meet user
needs and shifting demands on library collections. As Dr. Ming-sun Poon pointed out
at the recent CEAL Annual Conference, a precise inventory of the available resources
and a clear understanding of their content, added value, accessibility, and
navigability are crucial for making sound purchase and subscription decisions.3
What follows is a selected list of databases related to Chinese, Japanese, Korean, and
East Asian studies. It is a first step in answering Dr. Poon’s call for a precise inventory,
and should be considered an addendum to the report “Council on East Asian Libraries
Statistics 2008-2009.” This list might help East Asian librarians to compare and
evaluate commercial databases related to East Asian studies.
The list is comprised of four tables: Chinese, Japanese, Korean, and Non-CJK
commercial databases, with each group table covering two types of databases: (1)
electronic indexes and reference tools, and (2) electronic full-text databases and
periodicals. In total, 116 databases are included in four tables. Each table consists of
five columns: (1) Database Title, (2) Database Producer, (3) Vendor/Distributor, (4)
Product Information, and (5) Notes. For the convenience of readers in North America,
the commonly accepted title of the database usually takes precedence over the
database’s original name. For example, CHANT is a known abbreviation for Chinese
Ancient Texts Database 漢達文庫; therefore, the abbreviated name is listed first, with
1

Doll, Vickie Fu. “CEAL Statistics Database: Accessing Statistical Information of North American East
Asian Library Collection.” Journal of East Asian Libraries 126 (Feb. 2002): 54.
2
“Council on East Asian Libraries Statistics 2008-2009 for North American Institutions.” Journal of East
Asian Libraries 150 (Feb. 2010): 39.
3
Poon, Ming-sun. “Proliferation of Chinese Yearbooks and Its Challenges to East Asian Libraries,”
PowerPoint presentation at the Committee on Chinese Materials Annual Program, March 25, 2010.
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the English and Chinese titles next to it.
The Romanized titles are listed
alphabetically with their original scripts next to them. The same format is applied to
column two, “Database Producer,” and column three, “Vendor/Distributor.” Most of
the listed databases have commonly known English names, even though the producers
and vendors do not provide adequate product descriptions in English.
A dramatic growth of large-scale digitization efforts has taken place in Chinese
studies. A few electronic-resources providers in China and Taiwan have produced the
most influential electronic resources in the field.
One emerging trend is a
collaborative marketing strategy established between the e-providers of China and
Taiwan. Both Chinese and Korean electronic-resources providers attempt to cover a
broad spectrum of projects, such as full-text display of e-books and e-journals.
Japanese electronic-resources providers focus on indexing and digitizing dictionaries
and encyclopedias. However, this situation may change in the near future. Makoto
Okamoto 岡本真 reports that the National Diet Library has received support from the
Japanese government for a large-scale digitization project: a budget of $140 million
to digitize 0.9 million books published before 1968. 4 As for non-CJK databases, the
list includes only those with at least fifty percent of East Asian content. The UK
based Adam Matthew Digital has been digitizing Western documents related to Asia
and East Asia, and similar projects in other subject areas of East Asian studies might
be undertaken in the near future. The eight tables show that there is still plenty of
room for growth.
The tables are a collaborative work by the members of the CEAL Statistics Committee.
It is worth noting that some large East Asian libraries, especially Princeton, Columbia,
Yale, and Harvard-Yenching, and the Internet Guide for Chinese Studies
(http://sun.sino.uni-heidelberg.de/igcs/) are invaluable for descriptions and searches
of databases.

4

Okamoto, Makoto. “An Overview of Possible Impacts on Japanese Libraries since the Change of
Government.” Presentation at the Committee on Japanese Materials Annual Meeting, CEAL, March 25,
2010. The entire presentation can be viewed at http://www.slideshare.net/arg_editor/cjm-cealdraft20100325.
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Selected Commercial Databases in East Asian Studies (as of April 2010)
Table 1 Selected Chinese Language Databases
1.1 Electronic Indexes and Reference Tools
Vendor/Distributor

Database Title

Database Producer

Ben cao gang mu
本草纲目= Materia
Medica Outline

Transmission (Han zhen Transmission
shu wei tu shu
漢珍數位圖書=
Transmission Books &
Microinfo Co.)

China Data Online.
Zhongguo shu ju zai
xian 中国数据在线

China Data Center,
University of Michigan

China Data Center /
East View (East View
Information Services)

http://chinadatacent Online database on economics statistics
of China including statistics yearbooks at
er.org/newcdc/
provincial and national levels.

China Data Center

China Data Center /
East View

http://demographics Provides complete access to PRC 2000
Census data, including both the 100%
nowchina.com/
short form data and the 9.5% long form
data.

Online China
China Data Center
Census data service

China Data Center /
East View

http://chinadatacent Includes all census data on CD-Roms
er.org/newcdc/cens and books with online access. All GIS
map related products needs CD-ROMs
us2000prov.htm
to work with. China Economic Census
2004, China Population Census 1982,
1990, 2000 (Province/County), and 2005
Population Census (1%). Each product
can be purchased separately.

DemographicsNow
China

Product
Notes
Information
http://www.tbmc.co Digital Version of Ben Cao Gang Mu.
m.tw/english_versio
n/chinesedata/chine
se_14.htm

China Reference
Works Online
(CRWO). Zhongguo
gong ju shu wang luo
chu ban zong ku
中国工具书网络出版总
库

TKNT (Tongfang
Knowledge Network
Technology Co.
同方知网技术有限公司)

East View

http://www.eastview CRWO integrates Chinese atlases,
.com/Files/EV%20C encyclopeadias, handbooks,
NKI%20CRWO.pdf thesauruses and dictionaries into one
searchable database.

China Statistics &
Census Yearbook
Database (CSCYD)

TKNT

East View

http://www.eastview Repository of statistical and census data
.com/Files/EV%20C published offically by the Chinese
NKI%20CSCYD.pdf government. Includes 450 titles and over
2,600 volumes of statistical yearbooks.

Kanxi zi dian quan
wen jian suo dian zi
ban
康熙字典全文检索电子
版

Zhongyi / CIBTC
Zhongyi (Zhongyi
Electronic Ltd.
北京中易中标电子信息技
术有限公司)

Shanghai Library
National Index to
Chinese Newspapers 上海图书馆
& Periodicals = Quan
guo bao kan suo yin
全国报刊索引

Shanghai Library
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www.chinae.com.cn

Digitized version of the Kangxi Dictionary
which contains over 47,000 entries. The
current e-dictionary is built on Zhongyi's
Super-Large Character System to insure
all entries and definitions are searchable.

http://www.cnbksy.c Indexes to about 18,000 kinds of
om/ShanghaiLibrar newspapers and periodicals published in
China from 1833 to the present.
y/en/main.html
Contact Info:
gabrielle_xs@hotm
ail.com

Soshoo. Soushu 搜数 Special Link Data
Co.,Ltd.
北京精讯云顿数据软件有
限公司

Special Link Data
http://www.soshoo. Offers yearly and monthly statistical data
Co.,Ltd.
on the social and economic situation of
com/
北京精讯云顿数据软件
China since 1997 with some dated back
有限公司
to 1949. The information is sourced from
national and provincial statistical
yearbooks, industrial yearbooks, the
People's Bank of China Quarterly
Statistical Bulletin, China's Customs
Statistics, etc.

1.2 Electronic Full-Text Databases and Periodicals
Database Title

Database Producer

Wanfang (Wangfang
Academic
Conferences in China Data Co., Ltd 万方数据)
中国会议论文数据库

Apabi Chinese Fine
Arts Database
艺术博物馆

Vendor/Distributor

Product Informaion Notes

Wanfang

http://www.wanfang Provides searchable and full text of one
data.com/acic/intr.a million conference papers from China
from 1986 to the present.
sp

Apabi / CIBTC / East
Apabi (Beijing Founder
View
Apabi Technology Ltd.
北京方正阿帕比技术有限
公司)

http://www.eastview Includes over 35,000 artworks and
.com/docs/asian_pr 18,000 examples of calligraphy from
oducts/EV%20Apab leading museums in China.
i%20ChineseFineAr
ts.pdf

Apabi
Apabi Chinese
Yearbook Database
中国年鉴资源全文数据
库

Apabi / CIBTC / East
View

http://www.apabi.cn Access to over 1,500 Chinese language
statistical yearbooks.
/index.html

Apabi eBooks
阿帕比數字資源平台

Apabi

Apabi / CIBTC / East
View

http://www.apabi.cn Includes over 400,000 titles of Chinese
eBooks from over 500 publishing
/index.html
houses, 70% of them published after
2004.

Apabi Reference Full Apabi
Text Database
中国工具书资源全文数
据库

Apabi / CIBTC / East
View

http://www.apabi.cn Contains full-text articles and pictures
from hundreds of authoritative Chinese
/index.html
reference books from 1980s to the
present.

Bei da fa yi 北大法意 Beijing fa yi ke ji you xian CNPIEC (China
National Publications
China Law Resource gong si
Import & Export
北京法意科技有限公司
Interact Database
(Group) Corporation)
中国图书进出口公司

http://www.lawyee.n Claimed to be the largest database on
Chinese legal cases, law interpretations,
et
and related documents.

Bookan.com.cn =
博看网

Wuhan Ding sen dian zi Ding sen 鼎森
http://www.bookan. Online access to over 2,500 Chinese
bookan@bookan.com. com.cn/default.html journals ranging from politics to
ke ji you xian gong si
武汉鼎森电子科技有限公 cn
business, science, health, literature, and
司
entertainment.

Century Journals
Project. Shi ji qi kan
世纪期刊. Phase I.

TKNT (Tongfang
Knowledge Network
Technology Co.
同方知网技术有限公司)

East View

http://www.eastview Retrospective collection of journals from
.com/Files/EV%20C China.
NKI%20CJP.pdf

Century Journals
Project. Shi ji qi kan
世纪期刊(complete)

TKNT

East View

http://www.eastview The largest retrospective digital
.com/Files/EV%20C collection of 20th-century Chinese
academic journals, categorized in 10
NKI%20CJP.pdf
series.
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Airiti (Airiti Inc.
CETD (Chinese
華藝數位股份有限公司)
Electronic Theses
and Dissertations
Service)
中文電子學位論文服務

Airiti

http://www.cetd.co
m.tw/ec/

The Chinese
University Press

https://www.chant.o Provides full-text access to Chinese
classical works and excavated ancient
rg/
documents. Images of the original scripts
can be viewed side by side with
interpretations.

TKNT
China Academic
Journals (CAJ).
Zhongguo xue shu qi
kan quan wen shu ju
ku
中国学术期刊全文数据
库

East View

http://www.eastview Claimed the largest comprehensive
.com/Files/EV%20C online full-text and image database in
China, it contains over 2.1 million full-text
NKI%20CAJ.pdf
articles from over 8,000 journals, 1994 to
date, in 10 series.

Series A. Physics,
Astronomy,
Mathematics

TKNT

East View

Same as above

746 journal titles

Series B.
Chemistry,
Metallurgy

TKNT

East View

Same as above

936 journal titles

Series C. Industrial
Technology &
Engineering

TKNT

East View

Same as above

1,116journal titles

Sereis D.
Agriculture

TKNT

East View

Same as above

659 journal titles

Series E.
Medicine/Health

TKNT

East View

Same as above

1,143 journal titles

TKNT
Series F.
Literature/History/Ph
ilosophy

East View

Same as above

710 journal titles

Series G.
Politics/Military
Affairs/Law

TKNT

East View

Same as above

621 journal titles

Sereis H.
Education/Social
Sciences

TKNT

East View

Same as above

1,714 journal titles

Sereis I.
TKNT
Electronics/Informati
on Science

East View

Same as above

489 journal titles

Sereis J. Economy TKNT
& Management

East View

Same as above

863 journal titles

TKNT
China Core
Newspapers Full-text
Database. Zhongguo
zhong yao bao zhi
quan wen shu ju ku
中国重要报纸全文数据
库

East View

http://www.eastview With an archive beginning in 2000, this
.com/Online/AsianP database collects full-text articles from
more than 350 core newspapers from
roducts.aspx
every province in China.

CHANT (Chinese
Ancient Texts
Database). Han da
wen ku 漢達文庫

Research Center for
Chinese Ancient Texts,
Institute of Chinese
Studies, The Chinese
University of Hong Kong
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Provides access to dissertations and
theses published in China, Hong Kong,
Taiwan, and Macao from 2005 on.

China Doctor/Master TKNT
Dissertations Full-text
Database. Zhongguo
bo shuo shi lun wen
quan wen shu ju ku
中国博硕士论文全文数
据库

East View

http://www.eastview A searchable full-text database of
.com/Files/EV%20C dissertations and theses from 300
NKI%20CDMD.pdf institutions across China. Coverage for
dissertations began in 1999, and for
masters theses in 2000.

China InfoBank

http://www.infobank Online service on China's businessrelated news, legal and statistical
.cn/
information, and on up-to-date political
and economic news.

China Yearbooks Full- TKNT
text Database
(CYFD). Zhongguo
nian jian quan wen
shu ju ku
中国年鉴全文数据库

East View

http://www.eastview Contains over 1,600 titles of national and
.com/Files/EV%20C provincial-level yearbooks, industry
NKI%20CYFD.pdf yearbooks, subject yearbooks, school
yearbooks, enterprise yearbooks and
statistical yearbooks.

China Online Journals Wanfang
(COJ)

Wanfang

http://www.wanfang An array of database resources, some of
data.com/COJ/intr.a them listed below. Includes 6,040
journals divided by eight subject
sp
categories.

China InfoBank
Database. Zhongguo
zi xun hang
中國資訊行

China InfoBank (China
InfoBank International
Ltd.
中国资讯行(国际)有限公
司)

ChinaLawInfo.com
Bei da fa lu xin xi
wang
北大法律信息网/
LawInfoChina Bei da
fa lu Ying wen wang
北大法律英文网

Bei da Ying Hua ke ji you East View
xian gong si
北大英华科技有限公司;
Beijing da xue fa zhi xin
xi zhong xin
北京大学法制信息中心

http://www.lawinfoc Lawinfochina and Chinalawinfo are two
sister legal retrieval systems for the
hina.com/
PRC. Includes are China laws,
regulations, legal cases, and law journals
in English and Chinese.

Chinamaxx Digital
Libraries. Zhong wen
ji xian 中文集献

Superstar
Superstar (Beijing
Superstar Information
Technology Co
超星集团神州科创技术有
限公司)

http://www.ssreader Contains over 780,000 vols. of Chinese
eBooks in various disciplines, with
.com/
special emphasis on the humanities and
social sciences.

Chinese Civilization in Academia Sinica
Time and Space.
Zhonghua wen ming
zhi shi kong ji chu jia
gou
中華文明之時空基礎架
構
The Chinese Cultural
Revolution Database.
Zhongguo wen hua
da ge ming wen ku
中國文化大革命文庫

Academia Sinica

"Zhongguo wen hua da East View
ge ming wen ku" bian
wei hui
"中国文化大革命文库"
编委会; Xianggang
Zhong wen da xue
Zhongguo yan jiu fu wu
zhong xin
香港中文大学中国硏究服
務中心

http://ccts.ascc.net/i An integrated GIS-based application
ntro.php?lang=en infrastructure within the spatial extent of
China, in the time frame of Chinese
history, and with contents on Chinese
civilization. The maps are based on Dr.
Tan's "The Historical Atlas of China."

http://www.chineseu
press.com/promotion
/cultural-revolutioncdnew2006/c_revolutio
n.htm
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Primary sources mostly written during
the Cultural Revolution; memoirs and
interviews not included. Sections
included are CCP documents, directives,
bulletins, speeches, and writings
concerning the Cultural Revolution by
CCP leaders; newspaper and magazine
editorials and articles; and documents of
the Red Guards and the Mass Movement.

OriProbe (OriProbe
Chinese People's
Political Consultative Information Services)
Conference
Document Database.
Zhongguo ren min
zheng zhi xie shang
hui yi zi liao ku
中国人民政治协商会议
资料库

OriProbe

http://www.oriprobe. A collection of archives and documents
of the Chinese People's Political
com/cppcc.html
Consultative Conference from its
beginning.

Chinese Studies
Wanfang
Online. Zhongguo yan
jiu zai xian
中国研究在线

Wanfang

http://www.wanfang Provides cross database search to three
data.com/chinese_s databases: China Online Journals (COJ),
tudies/intr.asp
Dissertations of China (DOC), and
Policies and Laws of China (PLOC)

OriProbe (OriProbe
Information Services)

http://www.oriprobe. Covers archives and comprehensive
materials of the Communist Party of
com/ccs.html
China (CPC) and the Chinese
government. Includes five subdatabases.

OriProbe
Database of the
Chinese Government.
Zhongguo zheng fu zi
liao ku
中国政府资料库

OriProbe

http://www.oriprobe. Includes archives and publications of the
com/document.html Chinese central government, its
ministries and subsidiarlies, and regional
authorities.

OriProbe
Database of the
Communist Party of
China (CPC).
Zhongguo
Gongchandang shu ju
ku 中国共产党数据库

OriProbe

http://www.oriprobe. This database contains archives and
publications of the Communist Party
com/cpc.html
since its establishment in 1921.

Database of National OriProbe
People's Congress
(NPC). Quan guo ren
min dai biao da hui zi
liao ku
全国人民代表大会资料
库

OriProbe

http://www.oriprobe. A collection of reports on National
People's Congress from its 1st Session
com/npc.html
to the 3rd Session of the 10th NPC
Conference.

Dissertations of China Wanfang
中国学位论文全文数据
库

Wanfang

http://www.wanfang The database holds over one million fulldata.com/DOC/intr. text Masters, Doctoral, and Post-doctoral
dissertations from key Chinese research
asp
institutions from 1986 onward.

Du Xiu 读秀学术搜索

Superstar

www.duxiu.com

Contemporary
Chinese Studies
(CCS). Dang dai
Zhongguo yan jiu
當代中國研究

OriProbe

Superstar

National Palace Museum
Gu gong qi kan tu
wen zi liao ku
故宮期刊圖文資料庫
Database of Articles
and Images from the
National Palace
Museum's Periodicals

A database of over 600,000,000 full-text
pages (full text, books, articles, theses,
web pages, newspapers). One can read
a limited number of pages online, and
email oneself 50 pages or 1/5th of a
book once per week.

Wei hua wen hua/Wei http://www.npm.net/ Provides searching for the full-text of four
hua guang gao
periodicals published by Taiwan Palace
威華文化/威華廣告/
Museum including Gugong wen wu yue
Transmission
kan 故宮文物月刊, Gugong ji kan
故宮季刊; Gugong xue shu ji kan
故宮學術季刊; Ying wen ban yue kan
故宮通訊英文雙月刊.
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Gu jin tu shu ji cheng
古今圖書集成
Complete Classics
Collection of Ancient
China

United Data Banks
Digital Publication Inc

East View

Guo xue bao dian
國學寳典

Beijing guo xue shi dai
wen hua chuan bo you
xian gong si
北京国学时代文化传播有
限公司

Beijing guo xue shi dai http://www.guoxue. A collection of several thousand
wen hua chuan bo
searchable Chinese texts, including
com/
you xian gong si
classics, works of history, geography,
北京国学时代文化传播
and medicine, collected writings, novels,
有限公司
poetry, and drama.

http://www.eastview Compiled in the early 18th century as the
.com/Files/EV%20 largest encyclopedia in pre-modern
Greatman%20Anci China with a large amount of illustrations.
entChineseClassics
.pdf

PLA Daily
Jiefangjun bao
解放军报 = People's
Liberation Army Daily,
1956-present

East View

http://www.eastview The official newspaper of the People’s
.com/Files/EV%20U Liberation Army, People’s Republic of
China.
DB-PLADaily.pdf

Lian he zhi shi ku
United Daily News
聯合知識庫 UDNDATA (UDN) Online

Transmission

http://www.tbmc.co
m.tw/chinese_versi
on/newsdata/news_
11.html

National Palace Museum Airiti
National Palace
Museum Online
Database 故宮線上=
NPM [National Palace
Museum] Online
Nei ge da ku dang an Institute of History and
Philology, Academia
內閣大庫檔案 =
Sinica, Taiwan
Grand Secretariat
Archives

Provides over 8.3 million news articles
published by the United Daily News
Group: United Daily News, Min Sheng
Daily, United Evening News, Economic
Daily News, and Star News.

http://portal.airiti.co Descriptions and photo images of 12,000
m/modules/tinyd0/in paintings, calligraphy, ceramics, jade and
bronze pieces, Buddhist antiques, and
dex.php?id=5
other rarities in the National Palace
Museum.

Institute of History and http://saturn.ihp.sini The database, about 310,000 items,
Philology, Academia
ca.edu.tw/~mct/html contains documents dated from the Ming
Sinica, Taiwan
dynasty to the late Qing dynasty,
/newpage1.htm
originally housed in the storerooms of the
Grand Secretariat of the Qing dynasty
(1644-1912).

Newspapers in
Taiwan. Xin wen zhi
shi ku 新聞知識庫

Tudor (Da duo zi xun gu Tudor
fen you xian gong si
大鐸資訊股份有限公司 =
TudorTech System Co.,
Ltd. )

http://ttsgroup.com.t Provides online access to 10 primary
w/newpage1/db12.ht newspapers published in Taiwan,
m
including archives with various dates for
back issues.

Policies and Laws of
China. Zheng ce fa
gui shu ju ku
政策法规数据库

Wanfang

Wanfang

http://www.wanfang The database holds more than 280,000
data.com/Ploc/intr.a records covering a comprehensive range
of Chinese policies, regulations and laws
sp
of both national and regional levels from
1949 onward.

Qikan E-Magazines

Dragonsource
(Dragonsource Library
Services Inc. 龍源)

Dragonsource

http://www.libraryqi Provides full-text from 2000 journal titles,
kan.com/index.html including popular magazines.

Tudor

http://ttsgroup.com.t Provides metadata searching and fullw/newpage1/home image reproductions of Qing dynasty
archival materials held at the National
page.htm
Palace Museum in Taiwan.

Qing dai gong zhong National Palace
dang zou zhe yu jun ji Museum, Taiwan
chu dang zhe jian
清代宮中檔奏摺與軍機
處檔摺件 = Grand
Council Archives of
NPM
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Zhong yang wen xian
Ren min ri bao
chu ban she
人民日报电子版 =
People's Daily (1946-) 中央文献出版社

Green Apple Data
Center Co.,
Ltd.青苹果数据中心 /
TwinBridge Software
Corporation

http://www.twinbrid
ge.com/PeoplesDail
y/Blue/En_contact.h
tml

Ren min ri bao
人民日报 = People's
Daily (1946-present)

OriProbe

http://www.oriprobe. Contains over 60 years of past daily
com/peoplesdaily_c issues covering from 1946 to present.
n.html

Online full-text version of the official
newspaper of the Central Committee of
the Chinese Communist Party, with
original images, including
advertisements. Searchable and
printable both in text format and in PDF
format.

Institute of History and http://hanji.sinica.ed This database is a compilation of around
Philology, Academia
500 titles, including such large ones as
u.tw/
Sinica, Taiwan
"Veritable Records of the Ming Dynasty"
(Ming shi lu 明 實錄) and "Veritable
Records of the Qing Dynasty" (Qing shi
lu 清實錄).

Scripta Sinica. Han ji
dian zi quan wen zi
liao ku
漢籍電子全文資料庫

Institute of History and
Philology, Academia
Sinica, Taiwan

Song hui yao 宋會要

Zhong yang yan jiu yuan Joint project between
the Academia Sinica
ji suan zhong xin
Computing Centre in
中央硏究院計算中心
Taiwan and the
Harvard-Yenching
Institute

Transmission

Searchable, browsable full text of the
Song hui yao 宋會要, a major historical
compilation dating from the Song
dynasty of China (960 - 1278 CE).

Taiwan Electronic
Periodical Services
(TEPS). Taiwan dian
zi qi kan fu wu wang
台灣電子期刊服務網

Airiti

Airiti

http://www.airiti.co
m/teps/ec/

Online access to over 700 journals
published in Taiwan in various disciplines.

Taiwan wen xian
cong kan
台湾文献丛刊
Encyclopedia of
Taiwan

United Encyclopedia
System Inc

East View

http://online.eastvie Claimed as the most complete historical
w.com/freetrial/inde Encyclopedia of Taiwan, this full-text
database includes various sorts of official
x.jsp
and private documents related to
Taiwan, with a time span from the Tang
Dynasty until the end of the Japanese
Occupation Period.

Taiwan yan jiu zi liao
ku 臺灣研究資料庫

Tudor

Tudor

http://ttsgroup.com.t This database includes five subw/newpage1/home databases, including Taiwan wen xian
cong kan 臺灣文獻叢刊.
page.htm

East View

http://www.sikuqua Compiled during 1773-1782 of Qing
nshu.com/main.asp Emperor Qianlong. The collection
contains 3,460 works in 360000 vols. in
x
history, astronomy, geography, politics,
economics, and literature.

Wenyuange Si ku
迪志文化出版有限公司
quan shu
Digital Heritage
文淵閣四庫全書電子版 Publishing Limited
(網上版)

Yongle bei zang dian
zi ban
永樂北藏電子版 =
Yongle Northern
Tripitaka

Transmission

Transmission

http://www.tbmc.co
m.tw/english_versio
n/chinesedata/chine
se_02.htm

Zhong wen ke ji qi
kan shu ju ku
中文科技期刊数据库

Weipu (Chongqing
Weipu zi xun
重庆维維普資訊)

Weipu / Transmission

http://www.cqvip.co Claimed the largest online full-text and
m/productor/pro_zk. image database related to science in
China, it contains over 2 million full-text
shtml
articles from 8,000 journals, 1989 to
date, in 8 series.
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Digitized version of the northern edition
of the Tripitaka. 6,771 chapters in total,
it was compiled between 1420 and 1440
by edict of the Emperor Yongle.

Zhongguo li dai shi ke
shi liao hui bian
中國歷代石刻史料匯編
(网络版) =
Compendium of
Chinese Stone
Inscriptions over the
Dynasties

CIBTC / Transmission http://www.unihan.c Full text database of over 15,000 metal
Unihan (Unihan Digital
Technology Co., Ltd.
om.cn/book/Product and stone inscriptions, including
北京书同文数字化技术有
research documents on these materials
.asp?id=113
限公司)
over the dynasties.

Zhongguo wen shi zi
liao ji cui
中国文史资料集粹 =
Chinamaxx Digital
Library of Chinese ebooks

Superstar

Superstar

http://ebook.ssread Based on the vast amount of books in
the Chinamaxx Digital Library, this
er.com/
database contains over 650,000 full-text
materials with focus on subjects related
to Chinese history, culture, and literature.

Table 2 Selected Japanese Language Databases
2.1 Electronic Indexes and Reference Tools
Database Title

Database Producer

Vendor/Distributor

CiNii (Citation
information by
NationaI Institute of
Informatics) = NII
Scholarly and
Academic Information
Navigator

NII (National Institute of
Informatics = Kokuritsu
Jō hōgaku Kenkyūjo
国立情報学研究所)

JPT (Japan
http://ci.nii.ac.jp/info A database service that enables
Publications Trading = /ja/cinii_outline.html searching of information on academic
Nihon Shuppan Bōeki
papers published in academic society
Kabushiki Kaisha
journals or university research bulletins,
日本出版貿易株式会社
or included in the National Diet Library's
) / Kinokuniya
Japanese Periodicals Index Database.
(Kinokuniya Shoten
Citations are free.
紀伊国屋書店)

JapanKnowledge
Plus N
(JapanKnowledge
and Nikkoku Online
日国オンライン)

NetAdvance (Net
Advance Inc. = Netto
Adobansusha
ネットアドバンス社)

JPT / Kinokuniya

http://www.japankn Reference collection including
owledge.com/top/fr encyclopedias, full-text Toyo Bunko , an
economic weekly journal, maps, etc.
eedisplay
Includes access to Nikkoku Online.

JapanKnowledge
Plus NK
(JapanKnowledge,
Nikkoku Online and
Kokushi daijiten
国史大辞典)

NetAdvance

JPT / Kinokuniya

http://www.japankn Reference collection including
owledge.com/top/fr encyclopedias, full-text Toyo Bunko , an
economic weekly journal, maps, etc.
eedisplay
Includes access to Nikkoku Online and
Kokushi daijiten. .

NetAdvance
JapanKnowledge
Plus NR
(JapanKnowledge,
Nikkoku Online and
Rekishi Chimei Taikei
歴史地名大系)

JPT / Kinokuniya

http://www.japankn Reference collection including
owledge.com/top/fr encyclopedias, full-text Toyo Bunko , an
economic weekly journal, maps, etc.
eedisplay
Includes access to Nikkoku Online and
Rekishi Chimei Taikei .

NetAdvance

JPT / Kinokuniya

http://www.japankn Reference collection including
owledge.com/top/fr encyclopedias, full-text Toyo Bunko, an
economic weekly journal, maps, etc.
eedisplay
Includes access to Nikkoku Online ,
Nihon Rekishi Chimei Taikei, and

JapanKnowledge
Plus NRK
(JapanKnowledge,
Nikkoku Online,
Rekishi Chimei
Taikei, and Kokushi
daijiten)

Product Informaion Notes

Kokushi daijiten.
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MagazinePlus
マガジンプラス

Nichigai Asoshietsu
日外アソシエーツ

Nichigai Asocshiētsu
日外アソシエーツ /
JPT / Kinokuniya

http://www.nichigai. Provides bibliographic references to
co.jp/database/mag articles from over 16,000 Japaneselanguage journals, periodicals, annual
-plus.html
reports, general papers, and symposia,
dating from 1945. The Japanese
Periodicals Index (Zasshi kiji sakuin)
contains articles dating from 1948.

Netto de Hyakka for
Libraryネットで百科
for Library

Heibonsha 平凡社

Nichigai Asocshiētsu
日外アソシエーツ /
JPT / Kinokuniya

http://www.nichigai. An online version of Heibonsha's World
co.jp/database/ency Encyclopedia (Sekai daihyakka jiten ),
this website includes 83,000 entries,
c.html
10,000 illustrations, and 6,000 tables and
charts.

Nikkoku Online
(Nihon kokugo
daijiten
日本国語大辞典)

NetAdvance

NetAdance /
Kinokuniya / JPT

http://nikkoku.jkn21. Online version of the 14-volume
com/top/corpdisplay Japanese language dictionary published
between 2000-2001. Also accessible
through JapanKnowledge Plus.

WhoPlus
(日外アソシエーツ人
物文献情報)

Nichigai Asocshiētsu
日外アソシエーツ

Nichigai Asocshiētsu
日外アソシエーツ /
JPT / Kinokuniya

http://www.nichigai. Biographical information (both historical
co.jp/database/who and current) of more than 420,000
Japanese (some non-Japanese). Allows
-plus.html
for cross-searching with WHO and
Jinbutsu Jōhō Kontentsu .

Kōseisha / Maruzen
Company, Ltd.
丸善株式会社

http://pro.maruzen.j This database indexes and contains
p/ln/ec/ec_kousei01 bibliographic data to over 11 million
Japanese-language articles published in
.html
Japan, including those in former
Japanese colonies, from 1868 to the
present.

Kōseisha (Kōseisha
Zasshi kiji sakuin
皓星社)
shūsei dētabēsu:
Meiji kara genzai
made sō gōzasshi
kara chihōshi made
雑誌記事索引集成デー
タベース:
明治から現在まで
総合雑誌から地方誌ま
で = The complete
database for
Japanese magazines
and periodicals from
the Meiji era to the
present

2.2 Electronic Full-Text Databases and Periodicals
Database Title

Database Producer

Vendor/Distributor

Product Informaion Notes

Japanese e-books
from the NetLibrary

varies by title

NetLibrary /
Kinokuniya / YBP

http://www.netlibrar Selected list of Japanese e-books
provided by Kinokuniya and displayed on
y.com/
the NetLibrary website.

Kinokuniya

http://database.asa Specially designed for libraries and
hi.com/library2/mai institutes, Kokuzo II includes: 1) full-text
n/dnaexplain2.php indexed searches from 1945 to the
present, 2) full-text plus PDF images of
all regionally published Asahi news from
November 2005 on, 3) Shukan Asahi
(Asahi Weekly) from April 2000 on, and
4) a weekly magazine titled Aera.

Asahi Shinbunsha
Kikuzō II bijuaru for
朝日新聞社
libraries : Asahi
shinbun onrain kiji
dētabēsu 聞蔵 II
ビジュアル for
libraries
朝日新聞オンライン記
事データべース
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Kyǒngsǒng ilbo; Keijō Han'guk Haksul
Chŏngbo 한국학술정보
nippō 京城日報
= Korean Studies
(경성일보)
Information

Han'guk Haksul
Chŏngbo
한국학술정보 =
Korean Studies
Information

http://www.kstudy.c Japanese language newspaper
om/kyungsung_new published between 1907 and 1935 in
Korea during the Occupation Period.
/
Access is by date only.

Nikkei Telecom 21
日経テレコン21

Nihon Keizai
Shinbunsha
日本経済新聞社

http://t21.nikkei.co.j All major Japanese newspapers (central,
p/g3/CMN0F11.do local, and English) from the mid 1980s
on.

Transmission / ゆまに
Taiwan nichinichi
shinpo 臺灣日日新報
(Taiwan Nichinichi
Sinpou)

Transmission

http://www.tbmc.co
m.tw/english_versio
n/taiwandata/taiwan
_01.htm

Taiwan Times =
Transmission
Taiwan jihō 臺灣時報

Transmission

http://www.tbmc.co Contains digitized version of Taiwan
m.tw/english_versio Times and Taiwan Association Report
n/taiwandata/taiwan from 1898-1945.
_01.htm

Web Oya-bunko

Kinokuniya

http://www.oyabunko.com/

Yomidasu Bunshokan Yomiuri Shinbunsha
ヨミダス文書館
読売新聞社

JPT

http://www.yomiuri. Includes full text of Yomiuri shinbun
(from Sept. 1986-to the present, with
co.jp/bunshokan/
local editions beginning with Dec. 1986);
along with the English edition: the Daily
Yomiuri (Sept. 1989-to the present). Also
includes biographical information on
22,000 people.

Yomidasu rekishikan
ヨミダス歴史館

JPT

http://www.yomiuri. In addition to the contents above, this
database contains Yomiuri shinbun 1874
co.jp/rekishikan/
to the present: image format from 1874
to 1989.

Nihon Keizai
Shimbunsha
日本経済新聞社

Ōya Sōichi Library
大宅壮一文庫

Yomiuri Shinbunsha
読売新聞社

Digitized version of Taiwan Nichinichi
Shinpo, widely circulated newspaper,
1898-1944, in Taiwan during the
Japanese Colonial Period.

Indexes to 2,000,000 articles from 400
popular journals in Japanese. Updated
monthly.

Table 3 Selected Korean Language Databases
3.1 Electronic Indexes and Reference Tools
Database Title

Database Producer

Vendor/Distributor

Product Informaion Notes

EncyKorea = Han'guk DongBang (Tongbang
Midiŏ 동방 미디어 =
minjok munhwa
DongBang Media)
taebaekkwa sajŏn
한국 민족 문화 대백과
사전

DongBang

http://www.encykor Also included in Korea A-Z . Revised and
ea.com/encykorea. updated version of the Korean Cultural
Heritage Encyclopedia (Han'guk minjok
htm
munhwa taebaekkwa sajo n
한국민족문화대백과사전).

KoreaA2Z (한국학의
관문)

DongBang / Panmun

http://www.koreaa2 Contents include annals of the Choson
dynasty history, national code, and a
z.com/
register of names of civil officers and
employees of the Choson dynasty.

DongBang
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Tijit'ŏl Pukhan
Inmyŏng Sajŏn
디지털북한인명사전
= Digital North Korean
Biographical
Dictionary

Korea Contents Lab
Korea Contents Lab
(K'oria K'ont'ench'ŭ Laep
코리아 콘텐츠 랩 =
Korea Contents Lab)

http://www.kppeopl Provides biographical information on
65,000+ North Korean people.
e.com/
Searchable by name, organization, and
birthplace.

Tijit'ŏl Pukhan
Paekkwa Sajŏn
디지털북한백과사전
= Encyclopedia of
North Korea

Korea Contents Lab

http://www.kplibrary Provides a database on North Korea
searchable by subject categories or
.com/
keywords.

Korea Contents Lab

3.2 Electronic Full-Text Databases and Periodicals
Database Title

Database Producer

Vendor/Distributor

Product Informaion Notes

Chosŏn Ilbo 朝鮮日報 Chosŏn Ilbo 조선일보

Korean Studies
http://srchdb1.chos The Chosŏn Ilbo Archive is a full-text
Information (Han'guk un.com/pdf/i_archiv online newspaper starting from 1920,
Haksul Chŏngbo 한국 e/
and includes over 2.6 million articles in
학술정보 = Korean
Korean.
Studies Information
Co., Ltd.)

DBpia (누리미디어
학회지 DB)

Nurimedia

Nurimedia (Nuri Midiŏ http://www.nurimedi Full-text periodical database with eleven
누리 미디어 =
a.co.kr/eng/sub07.h multi-discipline subject categories such
as economics, engineering, education,
Nurimedia)
tml
medicine, etc. All journals are available
from their first issues.

Dijitʻŏl munhwa yesul
Kangjwa
디지털문화예술강좌
= The Digital Culture
Art Course

DongBang

DongBang / Panmun

http://www.koreaa2 No individual webpage of its own.
Contents incorporated in Korea A2Z
z.com/

E-Korean Studies

Various

Panmun (Pŏmmunsa
범문사)

http://www.eE-Korean Studies includes nine
koreanstudies.com/ databases of full-text journal articles and
some e-books: KISS, KSI e-book, Digital
Culture Art Course, KoreaA2Z,
Kdatabase, Kpjournal, Korean History &
Culture Research Database, History
Cultural Series, and LawnB Legal
Information Service. The combined
contents cover all academic disciplines.

Han'guk yŏksa
munhwa chosa
charyo deit'ŏ beisŭ
한국 역사문화 조사
자료 데이터베이스 =
Korean History &
Culture Research
Database

Zininzin (Chininzin
진인진 = Zininzin Co.,
Ltd.)

Zininzin

http://www.zininzin. Provides access to excavation reports
co.kr/product/produ and reports about cultural relics
published in Korea since the 1940s.
ct_02.aspx
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Korean Studies
Ilche ha chŏnsi
ch’ejegi chŏngch’aek Information
saryo ch’ongsŏ
日帝下戰時體制期政策
史料叢書 (Nitteika
senji taiseiki sensaku
shiryō sōsho)

Korean Studies
Information

http://www.kstudy.c Online version of reprinted 98-volume
om/japan/index.htm set, Ilcheha chonsi ch'ejegi chongch'aek
saryo ch'ongso . All texts are provided in
pdf format and are not searchable.

Zininzin

http://www.zininzin. Collection of research data on Korean
co.kr/product/produ cultural and historic relics during
Japanese colonial period, specifically
ct_04.aspx
between 1914 and 1940.

Ilche sidae munhwa
yujok chosa charyo
일제시대 문화유적
조사자료

Zininzin

Kdatabase
(Hanʼgukhak chŏnja
tosŏgwan 한국학 전자
도서관 = Unified
Database of Korean
Mondern History)

Korea Contents Lab /
Korea Contents Lab
(K'oria K'ont'ench'ŭ Laep Panumun
코리아 콘텐츠 랩 =
Korea Contents Lab)

http://www.kdataba Kdatabase provides full-text and image
se.com/ViewerGuid files of scholarship and materials on
modern and contemporary Korea dealing
e.aspx
with a wide range of topics including
history, politics, and economics.

KISS (Han'guk ŭi
haeksim chisik
chŏngbo chawŏn 한국
의 핵심 지식 정보
자원 = KoreanStudies Information
Service System )

Korean Studies
Information (Han'guk
Haksul Chŏngbo = 한국
학술 정보)

Korean Studies
Information / Panmun

http://kiss.kstudy.co Full-text database of Korean scholarly
m/english/main.asp journal articles, university publications,
and research papers published by over
1,200 research institutions in Korea since
1945.

KPjournal
(북한학술지
통합데이터베이스 =
The United Database
of North Korean
Scientific Journal)

Korea Contents Lab /
Korea Contents Lab
(K'oria K'ont'ench'ŭ Laep Panumun
코리아 콘텐츠 랩 =
Korea Contents Lab)

KPM : Chosŏn ŏllon
chŏngbo kiji KPM
조선언론정보기지

Korea Media Corp.
(Chosŏn Media
조선메디아 = Korea
Media Corp. )

Korea Media Corp. /
Panmun

http://www.dprkmed Full-text database including six major
ia.com/gate/gate_in daily/weekly North Korean newspapers,
and fifteen monthly/quarterly journals.
tro.aspx

KRpia (한국의
지식콘텐츠)

Nurimedia

Nurimedia

http://www.nurimedi Full-text collection of Korean classical
a.co.kr/eng/sub08.h books including history, literature, folk
literature, natural history, oriental
tml
medicine, and other classical works.

KSI E-book

Korean Studies
Information (Han'guk
Haksul Chŏngbo = 한국
학술 정보)

Korean Studies
Information / Panmun

http://ebook.kstudy. Full-text electronic books in the
humanities and social sciences.
com/

LawnB

LawnB (Lo aen bi 로앤비 LawnB / Panmun
= LawnB)

Yŏksa munhwa sirijŭ Zininzin (Chininzin
진인진 = Zininzin Co.,
역사문화시리즈 =
History Culture Series Ltd.)

Zininzin / Panmun
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http://www.kpjourna Provides access to science/engineering
journals and research papers published
l.com/
in North Korea.

http://www.lawnb.co Legal information service that provides
online South Korean legal materials
m/
including law information, judicial
precedent, administration data, laywer
and law firm information, etc.
http://www.zininzin. Provides access to multimedia series
co.kr/product/produ about Korean, Western, and ancient
history and art.
ct_03.aspx

Table 4 Selected Non-CJK Language Databases
(more than 50% content on East Asia, China, Japan, or Korea)
4.1 Electronic Indexes and Reference Tools
Database Title

Database Producer

Vendor/Distributor

Product Informaion Notes

Bibliography of Asian
Studies (BAS)

Association for Asian
Studies

Association for Asian
Studies

http://www.aasianst Contains more than 680,000 records on
all subjects (especially humanities and
.org/bassub.htm
social sciences) pertaining to East,
Southeast, and South Asia published
worldwide from 1971 to the present.

Brill's Encyclopedia of Edited by Daniel Leese /
Brill
China =
博睿中國百科全書

Brill

www.brill.nl/encyclo Focus on 20th and 21st century China.
Part of Brills original "Handbook of
pediachina
Oriental Studies".

Digital Dictionary of
Buddhism (DDB)

A. Charles Muller

http://buddhismdict.net/ddb/

A. Charles Muller

A compilation of Buddhist terms, texts,
temples, schools, persons, etc. that are
found in East Asian Buddhist canonical
sources.

4.2 Electronic Full-Text Databases and Periodicals
Database Title

Database Producer

Vendor/Distributor

Product Informaion Notes

America, Asia and the Adam Matthew Digital
Ltd.
Pacific : the Edward
Sylvester Morse
Collection

Adam Matthew Digital http://www.amdigital Diaries, scrapbooks, drawings,
Ltd.
.co.uk/collections/A correspondence, research files,
manuscripts, publications and teaching
merica-AsiaPacific/Default.aspx materials of Edward Sylvester Morse
(1838-1925), a Scientist and
Japanologist.

Asia-Studies Full-Text International Information
Online
Systems

International
Information Systems

China : Trade, Politics Adam Matthew Digital
& Culture, 1793-1980 Ltd.

Adam Matthew Digital http://www.amdigital A wide variety of original source material
Ltd.
.co.uk/collections/C detailing China's interaction with the
hina-Trade-Politics- West from Macartney's first Embassy to
and-Culture-1793- China in 1793 to the Nixon/Heath visits
1980/Default.aspx to China in 1972-74.

Foreign Office Files
for China, 1949-1980

Adam Matthew Digital http://www.amdigital Provides extensive detail on the internal
Ltd.
.co.uk/collections/F political and policy situation in China;
allows users the opportunity to examine
OChina/Default.aspx developments in China and to assess
US, Soviet, British, European and
Commonwealth relations with China
(including Hong Kong and Taiwan).

Adam Matthew Digital
Ltd.
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http://www.asiastudies.com/

Database for the study of modern AsiaPacific with thousands of full-text reports
covering 53 countries on a multitude of
business, government, economic, and
social issues.
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ONSITE REFERENCE:
THE ONLY WAY TO DELIVER USER-CENTERED SERVICES? 1
Ping Situ

University of Arizona Library

Introduction
With the rapid advancement of computer technology, electronic full-text content
databases and resources have become more readily available in academic libraries across
the world. This has led to a significant decline in the use of physical library facilities.
However, not all students are equipped with sufficient information-literacy skills needed
to perform productive and successful research to meet all of their academic needs. As a
result, innovative outreach efforts are becoming increasingly important to counter this
trend.
Four years ago, I started a pilot onsite reference services project that allowed me to
provide weekly office hours for reference consultation in the departments I was a liaison
for. Positive feedback and comments received from faculty and students demonstrated
that the pilot project has been successful. Bringing reference services to liaison
departments allowed faculty and students to have personal contact with a subject
librarian without leaving their physical location. It also opened doors for a variety of
collaborative activities between the Library and pertinent campus units.
Unfortunately, due to the university-wide budget crisis and consequent reduction of staff
in the library, the number of remaining subject librarians at the University of Arizona
Library is now insufficient to cover all campus departments. Thus, the onsite reference
pilot project came to a halt. In order to minimize the negative impact of changes caused
by fewer subject librarians, the library is now striving to improve existing services such as
chat reference service as well as developing new innovative products such as usercentered interactive online tutorial guides, which instructors can easily incorporate into
their course management system.
Literature Review
In comparison to the large number of articles published on virtual, chat, or digital
reference activities, only a relatively small number of recent studies related to onsite
reference services or reference services provided outside library facilities have been
1

This article is based on the presentation titled “Onsite Reference Hours: Benefits, Opportunities and
Challenges” delivered as part of the library panel “Teaching, Research, and Library Resources” at the
annual meeting of the Western Conference of the Association for Asian Studies in Tucson, Arizona, October
23, 2009. The author wishes to thank Gail King for coordinating the panel and proofreading.
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published. In Lee, J., K. A. Hayden, and D. MacMillan (2004), the authors suggested that
librarians should provide reference services outside the library as some students may not
go to the library reference desk to ask questions for fear of being embarrassed. The
authors also believed that if librarians could bring this service to those liaison
departments, it would help to foster closer and stronger relationships with those learning
communities. Wagner, A.B. (2004) stated that the onsite reference hours not only
outreached isolated faculty but also helped to benefit students in other majors who were
taking classes in the department. The article suggested that visibility in department
activities were invaluable in strengthening librarian-patron interactions.
Most recently in academic library research and publications, there has been extensive
research conducted on new library roles, especially changes in the role of liaison librarian
in academic libraries. This new focus on role changes could be a major factor explaining
the limited number of publications regarding onsite reference services. Karen Williams
(2009) stated that a librarian’s position description is a living document that should be
regularly reviewed for a close alignment with the constantly changing organizational
structure.
She asserts that the position description also needs to reflect each
institution’s vision of new or changed roles for liaison librarians as well as for librarians
with other types of responsibilities. Karla Hahn (2009) emphasized that new activities for
liaison librarians were growing and it is illogical to expect these librarians to be expert in
each new assignment. Working collaboratively with other team members or colleagues
will be the key to the success of the future liaison roles.
Methodology
The pilot onsite reference services project at the University of Arizona started in fall
2006 at the beginning of the semester and was discontinued in December 2008 at the end
of the school year. No services were provided during the summer months or winter
breaks. Onsite reference services were offered one hour per week in each of the author's
two liaison departments: the East Asian Studies Department and the Spanish and
Portuguese Department.
Location and time were two factors that contributed a great deal to the succe ss of the
project. The conference room used at the Spanish and Portuguese Department was an
ideal location because it was connected to the lobby. Likewise, the seminar room in the
East Asian Studies Department had access to hallways. Both locations were visible and
allowed for easy access to customers. Signs prepared by both departments were
displayed on the doors to the respective rooms with my name, contact information and
weekly office hours. Selecting a time that would work for the majority of my customers
was also crucial. Informal surveys were emailed to faculty and student lists to find the
best times for reference hours. I also asked the administrative assistants of both
departments to add my name to their faculty and student email lists, so I could send
email messages to them about the onsite reference hours, location and services I would
provide there. I also sent reminders from time to time, especially during the weeks
before midterms and finals.
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When I first started this service in those departments, I did not know what to expect.
Would I spend an entire hour doing nothing? If I could only help one person during that
hour, would it be worth the effort?
In the final analysis, holding onsite reference hours proved to be worthwhile. Although
there were days when no one showed up, on most days during reference hours at least
one or two people would come seeking assistance. The small number of customers
allowed me to spend more time with each person on in-depth reference questions
without the pressure of other students waiting in line to be helped. Lack of line-ups
definitely helped the reference interaction feel more relaxed and flexible. As a result,
more and more students started to feel comfortable asking me questions about their
term papers, research projects or dissertations. It turned out to be a very rewarding and
successful experience for me, and my weekly presence in the departments really
increased the library’s visibility. Students and faculty appreciated the convenience
brought by the services that I provided. This onsite reference pilot project greatly
helped to foster closer and stronger relationships between the Library and the
departments.
People who took advantage of the onsite reference hours ranged from students (mostly
graduate students), faculty members (tenured and tenure-track with their different
needs), GATs (Graduate Teaching Assistants) to visiting scholars (both national and
international).
GATs were a very important customer group because after they
themselves benefited from the service, they would in t urn help their students or refer
them to the reference service.
Most GATs were graduate students from other
departments, such as Linguistics, Anthropology, Psychology, History, and SLAT (Second
Language Acquisition and Teaching). The onsite reference also helped benefit foreign
exchange students who came to the University of Arizona for a short period of time. Most
of them needed to fulfill research requirements but felt uncomfortable asking questions
at public reference desks, because of the worry that their English would not be
understood. It is evident that the people who benefited from this service extended
beyond the two liaison departments of Spanish and Portuguese and East Asian Studies.
The onsite reference service also brought some unexpected positive outcomes such as
outreach to faculty members or students who otherwise would have not been reached.
Those users began to learn more about the library’s collections and online resources and
initiated collaborative activities such as library instruction and culture related exhibits in
the Main Library. Two examples provide good illustrations of this benefit.
During onsite reference hours a faculty member from the East Asian Studies Department
who rarely used the library before stopped by. He asked me if I was willing to teach a
session on library resources for his Research Methods class. While discussing topics that
would be covered in the session, the conversation expanded to other areas such as
plagiarism, copyright, open access, and fair-use. Not only have I continued teaching the
Research Methods class for him since then, the professor is now a heavy user and
passionate advocate of the Library.
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As part of my onsite reference service I also worked with a graduate student from the
Spanish and Portuguese Department on a Cuban Art and Culture Exhibition. The
collaborator was a native Cuban who had been living in the United States for three years
at that time. His heavily accented English had discouraged him from using many of the
services that the Library provides. The exhibit coincided with Hispanic Heritage Month
when several large-scale campus and city events occurred. The exhibit was a big
success; not only was it visited by numerous library visitors, it was also used as a
teaching resource by many classes from the Spanish and Portuguese Department. The
exhibit served as an interactive classroom for students from multiple sessions of Spanish
102, who happened to be reading about Cuba in their text books at that time. They
enjoyed Cuban music and conversation with the Cuban student immensely. After the
exhibit, the graduate student himself became a frequent library visitor, utilizing a variety
of Library resources and services for his personal research needs, which helped him to
complete his PhD studies in May of 2010.
Reflections
Like many universities across the nation, the University of Arizona has been experiencing
tremendous financial difficulties. The university president Robert Shelton said, “Over the
past two decades the portion of the state budget dedicated to higher education has
decreased by half … we cannot continue with business as usual nor do everything that
we have done in the past… That is a sad reality, but it is the reality nonetheless. ”
This statement reflects precisely the challenges that the Library is facing. Due to the
consistent budget shortfall, the Library continues to lose vacant personnel lines through
each budget cut, retirement or resignation. As a consequence, all library staff have to
take on extra responsibilities in addition to their already heavy workload. Research also
shows a strong trend that interdisciplinary studies are gaining in strength and number.
Therefore, librarians are required to push beyond their specialties to provide assistance
to support new subjects or interdisciplinary areas as resources become scarce. Current
economic difficulties and reduction of human resources severely hinder the library from
thoroughly supporting departments and colleges, while at the same time trying to
respond to the new demand of cross disciplinary subjects. Thus, the traditional subject
liaison model is no longer affordable or feasible for the Library.
In addition to the financial challenges, the changing information-seeking behaviors of
library users are also the driving forces behind the new direction that the Library is
heading. Technological developments have affected not only the format and sources of
the information used by the Library to provide reference services, but also how and
where they provide those services. Technology now allows users to submit their queries
to the library at any time from any place. Virtual reference is the most ideal alternative
to respond to patrons’ needs for convenient access to reference services.
To respond to this trend, libraries and their resources have partially moved to the virtual
environments inhabited by students, faculty, and researchers. The ubiquitous presence
of WiFi enables mobile users to easily access library related resources and services from
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any geographic location through hand-held communication devices such as Kindle,
iPhone, or smart phones, in addition to computers or laptops. Innovative collaborations
and new partnerships will become increasingly important in the future in order to
adequately provide content, tools, and services.
To better support faculty teaching and student learning on campus and economize their
human resources, the Library is developing a scalable method of enabling faculty to
identify, locate, select, and organize library resources and tutorials in a way that is
useful to specific classes and students. This mechanism will be easy to access and use.
It will also be able to seamlessly integrate multiple course pages into a single course
management system such as D2L, where pertinent library resources and services can be
highlighted and distributed.
Even with the discontinuation of the weekly onsite reference hours, users can still easily
reach librarians through chat reference (instant messaging), which is available almost 24
hours a day, seven days a week. The Library’s email reference service allows users to
make appointments with librarians for a research consultation with a turnaround time of
24 hours or less during the work week. Customer-oriented interactive online tutorials
and guides, some with built in self-assessment tools, have been developed to teach users
how to find information efficiently in the Library’s online catalog as well as in many other
databases. More and more electronic resources including full-text e-journal, e-book or ereference databases are now accessible anytime and anywhere.
Conclusion
Traditional reference services face challenges caused by a combination of factors
including declining library budgets, shrinking staff, increasing availability of online
resources and the transforming nature of how library users do their research. As a result,
academic librarians must consider strategies to creatively maximize their resources while
continuing to provide quality service to meet the changing expectations and needs of
their customers. Institutions also need to better understand how their users are utilizing
web services and other technologies in order to devise a strategy that will allow them to
support new methods of communication and dissemination of information.
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UBC ASIAN LIBRARY CELEBRATES FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY
On the warm spring afternoon of March 5, 2010, the Asian Library at the University of
British Columbia celebrated its first half century. About 130 invitees, including Asian
Librarians emeriti, Professors emeriti of the Department of Asian Studies, and current
UBC faculty members and students attended. Among the distinguished guests were
the Honourable Hideki Ito, Consul General of Japan at Vancouver and Mr. Koshi
Terakawa, President of the Sanyo Canada.
Past Asian librarians attending
At the beginning of the ceremony, UBC University Librarian Ingrid Parent presented to
the audience Ms Tung King Ng, the first Head Librarian (1959-85); Ms Linda Joe, the
second Head Librarian (1985-98); Ms Eleanor Yuen, the present Head Librarian
(1999- ); Mr. Yim Tse, the first Chinese librarian (1968-98) and Mr. Tsuneharu Gonnami,
the first Japanese librarian (1969-02). All of these retired librarians were honoured
with the title of Asian Librarian Emerita/Emeritus. Then, Ms Eleanor Yuen, current
head of the Asian Library; Mr. Robban Toleno, a representative of the Graduate
Students of the Asian Studies Department; and Dr. Henry Yu of the History Department
at UBC, commented briefly on various library-related subjects such as collection
building, preservation of ethnic materials, the trend to digitalize important and rare
materials, and the upcoming need for the expansion of physical space within the
library.
Asian Collections at UBC
The Asian Library at the Asian Centre maintains various collections in nine Asian
languages: Chinese, Japanese Korean, Indic (Hindi, Urdu, Punjabi, Sanskrit), Tibetan
and Indonesian.
The Japanese Collection started in 1959, and shortly thereafter UBC was designated as
the Canadian depository library for Japanese Government Publications by the National
Diet Library (NDL) of Japan in Tokyo. This is an international exchange program of
government publications. Since 1959, all the federal government publications of
Canada printed in English and French have been shipped to the NDL in Tokyo, and the
equivalent Japanese publications go to the UBC Asian Library on behalf of the National
Library of Canada in Ottawa. This agreement was arranged by Ronald Dore, at the
time professor of Japanese and sociology. Thanks to Dore’s foresight, the Japanese
Collections at UBC have been successfully developed to the present 156,000 volumes,
one of the twelve major Japanese Collections in North America (the second largest in
Canada, next to the University of Toronto’s 176,000). In addition to this main
Japanese Collection housed in the Asian Library, there are also several unique Japanese
collections scattered about the UBC campus. They include the Japanese Legal
Collection at the Law Library and the Antique Japanese Map Collection along with the
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Japanese-Canadian Archives housed at the Irving K. Barber Learning Centre (formerly
the UBC Central Library).
The current librarian in charge of the Japanese Collection, Ms Shirin Eshghi, and her
assistant, Ms Chie Kuroiwa, anticipate that many visitors will use these various
Japanese collections.
Sanyo Pavilion at Osaka Expo 70
Nowadays there are very few people who know that the present Asian Centre is the
former Sanyo Pavilion at the Osaka Exposition in 1970. It was donated to UBC as a
symbol of international friendship among nations and the close relationship between
Canada and Japan. In l981 the pavilion reopened as the Asian Centre, right next to
the Nitobe Memorial Japanese Garden. The surrounding area has been developed into
the Asian Studies facility zone by the subsequent erection of the Institute of Asian
Research and the Liu Institute of Global Issues adjacent to the Asian Centre.
Mr. Koshi Terakawa, president of Sanyo Canada, met Dr. John F. Howes, retired
professor emeritus of Japanese history and culture in the Asian Studies Department,
and learned from him about the history of the Japanese program at UBC and also about
the details of transferring the Sanyo Pavilion to UBC. Mr. Terakawa listened with great
interest to what Dr. Howes said about the many hardships shared with the initiator of
this big project, the late Prof. Shotaro Iida (Religious Studies), as well as many other
dignitaries involved in this major international undertaking that involved both the
public and private sectors of Canada and Japan. Mr. Terakawa said that he vaguely
remembered the Sanyo Pavilion at Osaka Expo70 as a child, when he visited the Expo
site. He had never heard that the building had been reconstructed a t UBC until he was
dispatched to Canada.
At the reception held after the fiftieth anniversary ceremony, retired librarians and
faculty members in the Department of Asian Studies enjoyed a happy reunion after
many years’ separation and also pleasantly conversed with current Asian Studies faculty
members and students.
(As reported by Louise Akuzawa in the Vancouver Shinpo, a Japanese-language weekly
newspaper, March 11, 2010, p. 18. Translated into English by Tsuneharu Gonnami on
March 24, 2010.)
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THE CEAL FELLOWSHIP DINNER SURVEY
Background
It has been a long tradition to organize the Fellowship Dinner during annual CEAL
conferences. Based upon a review of comments received and actual dinner attendance
over the past years, the CEAL Executive Board launched a short online survey through
SurveyMonkey during late April 2010 (21 ~ 30). The purpose of the survey was to solicit
peoples’ perspectives on the CEAL Fellowship Dinner with the intention of improving the
CEAL fellowship program in the future.
On April 21, the CEAL President Joy Kim sent an email with a link to the survey
questionnaire to the EastLib listserv calling for participation. Meanwhile, the chairs of
CJK material committees sent the same email message to vendors for their input. The
questionnaire had six questions related to respondents’ identity (CEAL member, guest,
vendor), CEAL meeting and Fellowship Dinner attendance in the past three years,
likelihood of their future dinner attendance, perceived needs of continued Fellowship
Dinner program, as well as their suggestions and comments for improving future CEAL
Fellowship Dinner. Appendix 1 is a copy of the online questionnaire.
Results
The Distribution of Respondents
In total, 116 responses submitted surveys. Among these respondents, the majority (103,
88.8%) identified themselves as CEAL members. Guest and vendor respondents numbered
2 (1.7%) and 11 (9.5%) respectively.
CEAL Conference and Fellowship Dinner Attendance
Out of the 116 respondents, 112 (96.5%) responded Yes to the conference attendance (CA)
question; fewer people (93, 80.2%) selected at least one year from Fellowship Dinner
attendance (FDA) question. As shown in Figure 1, while the total number of conference
attendees has increased over the past three years with a slight drop in 2009, there has
been a steady drop in fellowship dinner attend ance, from 67 in 2008 down to 52 in 2010.
Additionally, the 19 respondents who responded to the CA question but skipped the FDA
question all self-reported as CEAL members. This might indicate that these CEAL
member respondents did not attend the fellowship dinners at all in the past three years
(i.e., 2008, 2009, and 2010). In comparison vendors and guests tend to be more “loyal”
to the Fellowship Dinner, since all all vendors and guests who responded to the CA
question also answered the FDA question.
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Figure 1 Distribution of CEAL Conference and Fellowship Dinner Attendance (2008-2010)
Future Fellowship Dinner Attendance
As indicated in Figure 2, 54 (46.6%) respondents selected “Undecided” to the future FDA
question, whereas 37 (31.9%) answered “Yes”. Only a small proportion (21.5%) – 25 out
of 116 including 24 CEAL members and 1 vendor-- answered “No”. The 54 sets of answers
to the open-ended question show that three most frequently mentioned reasons for the
“No” or “Undecided” answers are (1) perceived lack of support to social networking (e.g.,
too crowded, and fixed seat arrangement), (2) scheduling conflicts with other activities
(e.g., AAS sessions, vendor and friend meetings), and (3) problems with food types (e.g.,
allergic, unfavorable, dislike of constant one food type). Some other reasons include
high cost and low accessibility (transportation).

Figure 2 Perceived Future CEAL Fellowship Dinner Attendance
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The cross-tab of responses to Question 3 by Question 4 (see Figure 3) indicates the
majority of the past Fellowship Dinner attendees might attend future dinners. In
addition, more “loyal” dinner attendees are from the year 2010 than the years 2008 and
2009. While 29 out of 52 (55.8%) respondents who attended the 2010 Fellowship Dinner
said they would still go to future dinners, 35 out of 67 (52.2%) respondents who attended
2008 Fellowship Dinner were “Undecided” on their future FDA. The “No” responses also
drop over the past three years. It is also noted that fewer people who attended all three
dinners selected "No" than those who attended one or two dinners. The percentages are
27.3%, 5.7%, 4% for one-dinner, two-dinner and three-dinner attendees respectively.

Figure 3 Correlation between Reported Past FDA and Perceived Future FDA
The Needs for Organizing and Improving CEAL Fellowship Dinner in the Future
In response to the question “will the CEAL Fellowship Dinner continue in the future,” the
majority of the respondents (88 out 116, 76%) had positive answers, among which 45 said
“Yes, but in different formats,” 27 simply said “Yes”, and 16 said “Yes, but less
frequently AND in different formats.” Only a few answered “No” (9, 7.8%), or kept
“”Neutral” (19, 16%). It is noted that all these “No” and “Neutral” answers were from
CEAL members.

Figure 4 The Needs for Organizing Future CEAL Fellowship Dinners
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People’s responses to the open-ended questions, including 17 sets to Question 5 and 54
to Question 6, contain rich and diverse suggestions and comments. A content analysis on
these 71 sets of responses reveals that additional programs, food type and price, and
fellowship formats are three of the issues of highest concern. The number of people who
favored additional programs (15) is slightly more than the number of people who disliked
such programs (12). A number of responses specifically mentioned not wanting further
talent shows. Meanwhile, three most favored Fellowship Dinner formats are buffet,
reception, and cocktail because they are regarded to be able to engage people and
empower social interaction (walking around). Additionally, people tended to prefer
diversified food types with right amount (no left-overs), high quality and cheaper price.
Several respondents suggested that the Fellowship Dinner should be located in or close to
conference hotels, and/or be brought forward to an earlier time slot (e.g., 5:30 -7:30pm)
or a different date (e.g., Wednesday) to accommodate other professional and/or
personal activities.
Discussion and Conclusion
In general, the survey results put the CEAL Fellowship Dinner in a situation of either
undergoing some change or facing a loss of interest of CEAL members, friends and
vendors. On the one hand, the number of people who attended the dinners in the past
several years or would like to attend Fellowship Dinners is decreasing. On the other hand,
those who opposed all future Fellowship Dinners were only a very few survey respondents
(9, 7.8%). We hope that future CEAL Fellowship Dinners and Fellowship Dinner
attendance can be improved by taking serious account of the comments and suggestions
provided by the 116 survey respondents.
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Appendix 1 the CEAL Fellowship Dinner Survey Questionnaire

Ying Zhang
Research Librarian for Asian Studies
University of California Irvine Libraries
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NEW DIRECTIONS FOR THE
JOURNAL OF EAST ASIAN LIBRARIES
Peer-reviewed or not? For nearly twenty years that has been the recurring topic of
discussion related to our CEAL organizational publication, beginning when it was still
the CEAL Bulletin and continuing regularly since it became the Journal. During the
tenure of Abraham Yu as President of CEAL, the question of whether the Journal of
East Asian Libraries should become a peer-reviewed journal was considered over a
two-year period, from 2003-2005.
The decision reached by the CEAL voting
membership at that time, by a close vote of 73-90, was that JEAL should not become
a peer-reviewed journal.
The Executive Board reconsidered this issue in their meetings at the annual CEAL
meetings in March, 2010. After carefully weighing potential benefits and risks, the
Executive Board unanimously agreed that it is time to make the change. The Board
believes that the field of East Asian librarianship has matured to the point that our
organization’s publication should be a high-quality journal that provides a forum for
scholarly discussion and a suitable place to publish discussions of the issues that
engage the field. It should include substantive research articles that have gone
through a rigorous peer review process that make theoretical or scholarly
contributions to the field. A journal of this type would make a greater contribution to
the world of ideas and the life of the mind; it would also give more credit and
prestige to our profession and to those who publish in our journal.
In addition, the Executive Board recommends that once the change is made, the
journal would be made up of two sections: peer-reviewed articles, and a non-peer
reviewed section for statistics, reports, book reviews, news items, personnel notices,
obituaries, and so on. The Board further recommends that the frequency of JEAL be
changed to two issues per year.
The opinions of JEAL readers and subscribers on these recommended changes were
collected May 6-20 by means of a short survey distributed via the Eastlib listserv and
designed by Gail King, Asian Studies Librarian at Brigham Young University and Editor
of JEAL.
A summary of the results of the survey follows.
Total number of surveys returned

100

Question No. 1 Nature of respondents:
88 were members of CEAL and JEAL subscribers; 4 were JEAL subscribers only;
7 were interested in JEAL but not a subscriber.
Question No. 2: Have you ever contributed an article to JEAL?
Yes
48
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No
52
Question No. 3: Have you ever had an English-language article related to East Asian
librarianship published elsewhere?
Yes 51
No
48
No response 1
Question No. 4: The CEAL Executive Board recommends that the Journal of East Asian
Libraries become a peer-reviewed journal. Do you support the recommendation?
Yes 74
No
23
No response 3
Question No. 5: The CEAL Executive Board recommends that the number of issues
published per year of JEAL be reduced from 3 to 2.
Do yo u support this
recommendation?
Yes 80
No
17
No response 3
Analysis of survey results:
By a majority of 3 to 1, respondents supported the change to peer-review status for
the Journal of East Asian Libraries.
Of the 23 responses that did not support the EB recommendation to make JEAL a
peer-reviewed journal:
4 had published in both JEAL and other East Asian library journals
3 had published in JEAL but not in other East Asian librarian journals
11 had not published in JEAL but had in other East Asian library journals
5 had not published in either JEAL or other East Asian library journals
Of the 74 responses that supported the EB recommendation to make JEAL a peerreviewed journal:
14 had not published in JEAL but had published in other East Asian library
journals
25 had not published in either JEAL or in other East Asian library journals
20 had published in both JEAL and in other East Asian library journals
15 had published in JEAL but not in other East Asian library journals
The main concerns expressed in the comments were (1) would enough articles be
received, and (2) who would be the reviewers. In its discussions of this issue the
Executive Board also considered the question of adequate number of articles. In fact,
the number of articles submitted to JEAL has been declining for several years, and
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the reason given by many people for not sending their work to JEAL is that they
receive less credit because JEAL is not peer-reviewed. It is a merry-go-round
question. The truth is, we will not know if we receive enough articles until we try it.
One possibility to help with this situation would be to make one of the issues per year
a peer-reviewed conference volume with articles from CEAL meeting sessions
submitted for review and selection for publication. The second issue, also peerreviewed, would be made up of articles otherwise submitted for publication.
The Executive Board also discussed who would be the reviewers. After considering a
number of options, it was decided to make managing the peer review process a
responsibility of the Members at Large on the EB. This does not necessarily mean
that At-large EB members will review all the articles themselves. Some articles may
require special knowledge to review, outside the expertise of the At-large EB
members.
But it would be the responsibility of the At-large members to get the
articles reviewed by responsible, knowledgeable reviewers. In other words, the
responsibilities of At-Large members of the Executive Board would be enlarged to
include serving as an Editorial Board for JEAL.
One of the services JEAL has performed is to provide a place for beginning librarians
to publish; or, alternatively, as a place for established librarians to publish less formal
writings. I think this is an important function that should be continued, and I think
that ways can be devised to make that happen—primarily, by an editorial policy that
emphasizes success in the review process—essentially, the way I operate now, but
with a more rigorous review policy so that our journal can legitimately be classified as
a peer-review journal with all the added credit for publication that implies. These
things, like many others, will become more clear as the move to being a peer
reviewed journal is implemented. There are, of course, details to be worked out,
such as which months the Journal will be published, and when the changes will take
effect. These details need not affect the basic decision for change.
When any change is undertaken there are always concerns and fears about how it will
all work out or how certain things will be handled or what if there are problems. But
these concerns and fears should not hamper our resolve to implement change or keep
us from trying what has been determined by the Executive Board and the great
majority of CEAL members and JEAL subscribers to be the path forward for our
Journal. We have talked about this idea repeatedly. It is time to give it a try. If it
succeeds, we are all the better for it. If it does not, then at least we have tried. But
let us be positive and work toward its success with vigor and good will.
Gail King
Editor, Journal of East Asian Libraries
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NEW APPOINTMENTS
Jim Cheng Appointed Director of the C. V. Starr East Asian Library at Columbia
University
Jim Cheng has been appointed the new Director of the C. V. Starr East Asian Library
at Columbia University effective July 1, 2010. He succeeds Amy Heinrich, who retired
as Director of the Starr Library in December 2008 after more than eighteen years of
service.
Cheng holds a B.A. in Chinese Language and Literature from Fudan University,
Shanghai, China, and an M.A. in Comparative Literature and M.L.S. in Library and
Information Science from the University of Washington, Seattle. He joined the
International Relations and Pacific Studies Library/East Asia Collection at the
University of California, San Diego as Director in 2002. Prior to that he held librarian
positions at the University of Iowa, New York University, and the University of
Washington. In 2008 Cheng was named a “Mover and Shaker” by Library Journal for
his innovative work in building the UCSD Libraries’ Asian film collection, film festi val
and symposium series. He received a Fulbright Scholar Research Award to conduct
research in Taiwan for three months in the fall of 2009 to complete his book, An
Annotated Bibliography for Taiwan Film Studies.
As Director of the C.V. Starr East Asian Library, Cheng will oversee 22 staff and one of
the major collections for the study of East Asia in the United States, with over
840,000 volumes of Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Tibetan, and Western language
materials, some holdings in Mongol and Manchu, and over 6,500 periodical titles. The
collection, established in 1902, is particularly strong in Chinese history, literature,
and social sciences; Japanese literature, history, and religion, particularly Buddhism;
and Korean history. The C. V. Starr East Asian Library owns many rare and unique
materials non-circulating materials, including valuable art folios and special
collections.
Since 1902 Columbia University has demonstrated leadership in the field of East Asian
studies, with the creation of one of the first departments in the country, and in the
postwar period, of the first core curriculum in East Asian studies.
The website of the C.V. Starr East Asian Library at Columbia University is located at
http://www.columbia.edu/cu/lweb/indiv/eastasian.
(From a press release by Columbia University Libraries Information Services)
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IN MEMORIAM
Yoneo Ishii (1929-2010)
Dr. Yoneo Ishii, Professor Emeritus of Kyoto University and the Director of the Japan
Center for Asian Historical Records (JACAR), passed away on February 12, 2010 at the
age of eighty.
Dr. Ishii was a scholar in history, religion, and linguistics and was known worldwide for
his research on Southeast Asian history, especially on Thailand. Prior to finishing his
undergraduate studies he worked for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan in the
Embassy of Japan in the Royal Kingdom of Thailand, before returning to Japan and
completing his undergraduate and graduate degrees. He was the founding Director of
the Center for Southeast Asian Studies, Kyoto University; President of Sophia
University, Tokyo; President of Kanda University of International Studies, Chiba; and
President of the National Institute of the Humanities, an inter-university research
institute in Japan. While Director of the Center of Southeast Asian Studies Dr. Ishii
set up programs with bookstores in Thailand to purchase books in the Thai, Lao, and
Khmer languages for the CSEAS library and arranged for librarians from Thammasat
University and Bangkok Bank to help sort and catalogue the Thai books at the library.
Dr. Ishii was the first Director of JACAR, which promotes digital archives on the preWorld War II history of Japan and Asia. He was well-known for his efforts to
internationalize Asian studies in Japan and for promoting a better understanding of
Asia. A notable feature of Professor Ishii's scholarship was his interest in developing
basic research tools and source materials for the benefit of all scholars. In 1987 he
was awarded the Third Degree Medal of the White Elephant by The Royal Kingdom of
Thailand, and in 1995 Japan awarded him the Medal of Honor with Purple Ribbon.
Dr. Ishii’s publications include Jozabu Bukkyo no Seijishakaigaku: Kokkyo no Kozo [The
Politico-Sociology of Mahayana Buddhism: The Structure of a National Religion] (Tokyo:
Sobunsha,1975), Junk Trade from Southeast Asia (Singapore: Institute of Southeast
Asian Studies, 1998), and Tai Kindaishi Kenkyu Josetsu [An Introduction to Research
on the Modern History of Thailand] (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1999).
Following a private family service, a public memorial service was held March 22 in
Tokyo. A Buddhist memorial service was held March 5 in Bangkok.
(Compiled from memorial postings to Eastlib, H-Asia, and the Japan Foundation
website)
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